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Social media gives us opportunities to communicate with friends, relatives, or even to
gain recognition all over the world. We enjoy sharing our experiences in photo, video, and
audio formats. Unfortunately, by sharing personal media content, we also often expose our
sensitive biometric patterns. For example, there are nearly 10 million posts that use the
#EyeMakeup hashtag in Instagram, while videos using the #EyeChallenge hashtag in TikTok
have over two billion views. Both these hashtags, however, show users who expose their
iris patterns.
Today, biometric technologies play a much more important role in our lives than they did
a decade ago. For example, the following everyday scenarios use biometric technologies:
•

Passing border control through automated means

•

Unlocking a bank account and withdrawing cash from ATMs

•

Paying for food in a next-generation grocery store

•

Paying for public transport equipped with biometric sensors

By keeping these scenarios in mind, we gain a clear understanding of the part that
biometric technologies play in our lives. More importantly, these events happen in specific
circumstances and they have clear consequences on users. For example, a user passing
automated border control is notified and allowed to proceed if the system recognizes them,
just as they could be alerted and denied entry if the system does not.
In other scenarios, our actions are so mundane that we barely notice how many times a day
we use our biometrics, such as when we unlock our smart devices with our fingerprints or
our face. Even though we need to perform certain actions, like correctly touching a sensor
with a finger or putting our phone camera in an appropriate position, these actions seem
natural and feel almost automatic.
However, by publicly sharing certain kinds of content on social media, we give malicious
actors the opportunity to source our biometrics. By posting our voice messages, we expose
voice patterns. By posting photo and video content, we expose our faces, retina, iris, ear
shape patterns, and in some cases, palms and fingerprints.
Since such data could be publicly available, we have limited control over its distribution. We
therefore don’t know who has already accessed the data, nor do we know for how long the
data will be retained or for what purposes.
What are the consequences of this exposure? And when will we be made aware of these
consequences — if ever we do become aware of them at all?
There are many questions about this data and several reasons that these questions have
become even more important in our current climate. At present, we are at a tipping point
when the combination of new technological capabilities, such as the increased resolution

smartphone cameras, media platform support for 4K videos and high-resolution photos, cloud and data
mining, and AI and machine learning (ML) capabilities are bound to change the security risks significantly.
This melting pot of innovations is already starting to lead to niche uses of biometric data. For example,
surveillance cameras track individuals based on facial recognition algorithms that are trained with the
individual’s own data as previously uploaded on social media.1 Cybercriminals could leverage the same
data from social media to launch identity theft attacks or generate deepfakes (especially deepfakes of
public figures).
The same social media data could also be leveraged in identity theft attacks, government surveillance,
or the generation of deepfakes (especially fakes of public figures). Although the financial criminal use of
this data is still low today, the barrier for entry will only continue to fall, and with it the scale of misuse
will also increase over time.
At first glance, biometrics seem like an all-in-one solution; they are something unique that can be used
for identification and authentication and are always with you. For decades, biometrics have been used
for several niche applications: to facilitate criminal investigation and forensics or to access government
buildings, for example. Today, the role of biometrics has expanded, and hundreds of millions of people
use it on a daily basis. Unfortunately, this also means that the same number of people could fall prey to
the vulnerabilities and weaknesses of technologies and processes involved in biometric data processing.
To evaluate the risks, we decided to investigate known use cases that rely on biometrics now or will
rely on them in the near future. We also investigated underlying technologies that are used by biometric
systems for identification and authentication. Unfortunately, when multimedia content is published, many
people are not aware how sensitive this content is. Naturally, it follows that they don’t know the current
and future risks of such content exposure.
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the important points that users need to know about publishing
content on social media, which of their sensitive information might have already been exposed or could
still be exposed from their published content, and how the publication of such content can affect not just
individual lives but also the day-to-day operations of organizations that use or process biometric data.
We also describe current and imminent attack scenarios that use today’s exposed biometric features and
behavioral data. Lastly, we provide recommendations on how to minimize risks related to the exposure
and use of biometric data.
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What is Exposed?
This section focuses on the types of exposed content and variety of social media platforms where such
content is exposed. The features that people expose are either static or dynamic. Static features can be
taken from a single photo frame and could be enough to expose biometric patterns for malicious intent.
Face shape, iris, retina, palm, and fingerprints are examples of such features.
Dynamic features require more time to be captured because they are often leaked in video and voice
recordings. Voice patterns or the way that people express emotions are examples of dynamic features.
Many of these patterns are exposed when one observes the way people behave, such as the way a
person types on a keyboard, navigates browser windows, writes by hand, or signs papers. All these
features can be used for both authentication and identification.
Together with the well-known features we have already described, there are other non-biometric unique
features that can be used to identify or categorize people. These features include non-detachable (or
nearly non-detachable) features like birthmarks or tattoos. Similarly, detachable features like clothes and
accessories could be used to profile social status, ethnicity, and age. Cybercriminals could even use
designer clothes and accessories like sunglasses, hats, and bags posted on social media to launch
attacks on people who upload such content.2
This section also covers and highlights the context of content exposure since not all content is exposed
intentionally. For example, fingerprints are often exposed in video tutorials on how to cook miniature
food, while iris patterns are usually exposed in makeup-related content. These types of content entail
many risks that are still unaddressed, which makes it paramount to spread awareness among owners,
producers, and hosts of media content as to what situations lead to the risk of exposure.
The considerable difference between the unintended exposure of biometrics a decade ago and exposure
now is the quality and resolution of the media content. Quality and resolution have significantly increased,
and this allows actors to extract features with higher quality for biometric enrollment and other biometric
systems.
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Types of Content
There are currently three types of content that are prevalent in social media: photo, video, and audio
recordings. What is important to note here, however, is that metadata, descriptions, comments, and
hashtags make such media content searchable, thereby allowing more insights on the context of their
exposure. Media content itself or its description often includes information about behavior, mood, and
emotions, which can be also used in different attack scenarios.

Audio Recordings
By posting our voice messages, we expose voice patterns together with our mood, emotions, and
background noise. Recording metadata could also provide insights on the time, location, and environment
of the recording. More importantly, a collection of these different patterns recorded in different environments
can help an attacker bypass security systems that are based on challenge-response. For example, a
system can require a user to pronounce a phrase from a given list or a random phrase for authentication,
and this requirement could be bypassed by a simulated voice trained from exposed recordings. Voice is
often exposed when we send voice messages using messaging platforms or share videos that include an
audio track.

Photos and Videos
In photos and video content, our faces, retina, iris, ear shape patterns, and in some cases, our palms and
fingerprints are exposed.
Photos are static, which means they are limited in terms of behavioral information exposure, but they often
contain metadata, insights about emotions, time, location, and details about the environment. Videos can
be treated as a long sequence of photos that often include an audio track. As a result, they expose nearly
everything that photos expose, only on a larger scale. Videos also include patterns exposed in voice
messages, except with more detailed behavioral and environmental data.

3D Models
3D models of body parts are not exposed at the scale of audio, photo, or video content. Nevertheless, all
necessary technologies to extract the details of these 3D models are already in place, making it possible
to find 3D scans of faces.3
The transition of social media content to the metaverse can lead to the mass appearance of 3D models,
which can be printed and potentially used to trick biometric sensors.4 People will also try to make their
metaverse avatars more realistic representations of their real-world selves.
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In the near future, with the expansion of surveillance, broadening virtual reality-, augmented reality- and
metaverse reality-related technologies, autonomous delivery, military drones using facial recognition,5 and
self-driving cars capable of capturing and consuming biometrics among other similar technologies, the
exposure of our physical and behavioral biometric patterns is expected to increase.

What Social Media Platforms Expose Biometric
Content Today?
In this section, we look into the kinds of content exposed by different media platforms. Today, sensitive
pieces of content containing biometric features are regularly posted publicly on social media and
messaging platforms. It is also possible to find sensitive data on corporate and government portals,
where high-resolution portrait photos and interviews with employers are often visible to anyone.

Messaging Platforms
Messaging platforms like Viber, Telegram, and WhatsApp were initially used for peer-to-peer communication,
but they have now turned into platforms that cater to group interactions. The content of many of these
channels and groups is intentionally made public to attract a broader audience. While the number of
participants in popular groups could easily reach tens of thousands of people, the most popular channels
could reach millions. Alongside text posts, the content in these channels and groups are shared in the
form of audio messages, photos, and videos, making the major biometric features from such content
susceptible for extraction.

Figure 1. A photo and a video with biometric features exposed on Telegram6, 7
Image credit: Makeup | cosmetics and Magic of beauty | make up | cosmetics/Telegram
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Social Networks
Social media networks such as Facebook, V Kontakte, and OK (popular in Europe) support a variety of
multimedia content. Naturally, it follows that such content includes pictures of faces. Iris patterns, ear and
palm shapes, fingerprints, and even voice patterns can also often be extracted from such content. To add,
extensive environmental information such as places visited at a particular time or home environments
could help geolocate and deeply profile a person. It’s worth noting that such information is often available
and extractable from exposed content as well.
Individuals or groups with malicious intent can also conduct a simple search to find multimedia content
that exposes biometric features. When a search for “eye close-up” is conducted on Facebook, Figure 2
shows that results include a clear exposure of eyes and iris patterns.

Figure 2. Results returned by Facebook for “eye close-up”

Instagram
Instagram is a visual media-driven platform where the majority of content shows the activities of individuals.
The popularity of profiles is driven by the number of followers, content views, comments, and other forms
of engagement. Posts contain hashtags, which can be used to promote and search for similar content.
The race for popularity drives profile owners to expose high-quality media content, often produced using
professional photo, video, and lighting equipment. Still, the increased quality of such content also means
that it would also be easier to use for extracting biometric features in case of exposure.
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Figure 3 shows indirect (unintended) ear shape exposure while promoting an example of visual content
with the hashtag #Earrings. We discuss both intentional and unintentional exposure of biometric features
on these types of social media content in the following sections.

Figure 3. Example of ear shape exposure on Instagram returned by the hashtag #Earrings

TikTok
TikTok is a video content-driven social media platform where popularity is determined by the number
of followers, video views, and engagement. Similar to Instagram, trending posts, audio tracks used for
videos, and topics are often determined by hashtags. Users can also rely on professional equipment or
high-resolution smartphone cameras to record various content, majority of which is publicly available
without registration. As with Instagram, users can also rely on hashtags to find content they are interested
in.
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Figure 4 features screenshots of hand shapes and fingerprint exposure.

Figure 4. Example of palms with potential palm shape and fingerprint exposure on TikTok using the
hashtag #MyHandsLookLikeThis (also called the #JazzHands trend)

YouTube
YouTube is a video hosting platform with over five billion videos watched per day.8 There is no dedicated
focus for the type of content on this platform, but videos with intentional or non-intentional biometric data
exposure are also available here.
The quality of uploaded videos on YouTube has been increasing in recent years. Currently, most videos
are uploaded with at least full HD resolution, while videos uploaded by professional content creators have
ultra HD 4K or even 8K resolution. Notably, although ultra HD resolution videos have higher potential for
biometric feature capture, in some scenes where an eye is captured by macro lenses, full HD resolution
could be enough to expose biometric features clearly.
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The images in Figure 5 are examples of eye exposure. These were the resulting images from a search
query for “blinking eye”.

Figure 5. Eyes exposed on YouTube

Twitter
Twitter is mainly for posting short messages; however, it also supports photo and video attachments.
Users can also use hashtags and phrases as search terms on the platform. Such content is normally
available without authentication and indexed by search engines. While the quality of media content varies,
exposed biometric patterns can still be found on the platform.
The scale of exposure on Twitter is notably not as high as those on other social media platforms, but that
does not mean that it is impossible. Figure 6 shows an example of an exposed fingerprint.
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Figure 6. Fingerprint exposed on Twitter9
Image credit: SerScience/Twitter

Official Corporate and Government portals
Official corporate and government portals are sensitive categories for exposure since the media content
on these portals often shows major influencers and decision makers. For example, on the official site
of the European Commission, portrait photos of government officials with over 10 MP resolution are
available.10
If a user conducts a search using keywords, categories, date ranges, and other parameters, they would
find that over 50,000 photos and over 120,000 videos of officials are available. Videos are available at
several resolutions, while audio tracks from the videos are also available as separate files.
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Figure 7. Results of a portrait search on the European Commission portal11

The media content available has detailed metadata, including time, location, tags, and personalities
(names), meaning that for every piece of exposed content, a respective identity is also known.
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Figure 8. A portrait with 28 MP resolution (6720 by 4480) on the Europa.eu website, complete with
detailed metadata and description12
Image credit: European Commission

Professionals use top-of-the-line equipment to create media content for official government and corporate
portals. This means that the quality of the media is therefore so high that exposed biometric features in
even just a fragment of an image have resolution high enough for such features to be captured clearly.

Figure 9. The hand shape exposed from the corner of a high-resolution picture from the official
European Commission portal13
Image credit: European Commission
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News and Media Outlets
While navigating news outlets, we can also find high-resolution media that exposes biometrics. As
expected, we can find high-quality photos of politicians, CEOs, and celebrities, among others. The
photos or content of different articles often provide additional information about a person, time, location,
and environment where the photo was taken. The left side of the following figure is a representation of
common photos found on news portals and shows the parameters of such photos. The right side of the
figure is an example of the extensive metadata usually attached to news images.

Figure 10. Representation of photos found on news sites like the Bloomberg news portal.14
Face, ear, and iris pattern are exposed, and metadata can be found attached to the image.

There are specific cases, for example, when an interviewee attempts to be anonymous by sitting aside,
staying in the shadow, or wearing a mask. But even in these cases, biometric and personalized features
could still be exposed, causing the interviewee to be identified.
Another fact that needs to be considered is that for anonymous interviews, only a handful of people possess
the necessary information to give a particular interview. In that case, the identity of the interviewee could
be narrowed down according to their perceived age, gender, and height exposed during the interview.
At the same time, sensitive features might be exposed unintentionally even if a person used camouflage
onscreen or wore a balaclava or a mask.
In the case of online news articles, exposed low-resolution photos in an online article are not too damaging.
However, there are often high-resolution photos on the same portal, and these can be extracted by
removing or modifying some parts of the URL, like the scale factor.
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Figure 11 shows an example of an image that is not clear enough for iris recognition enrollment in a
biometric system. However, if we look at a similar image published in The Sunday Times, we see that
simple changes to the site reveal high-resolution pictures — in this case, with 20 MP — which can expose
enough details to deanonymize the person in the image or be used to impersonate the person. There is
an original photo in the article,15 but the image can be opened in a new tab with about 1.2 MP resolution.16
It can also be opened in the new tab without a scaling factor with about 20 MP resolution.17
In other situations, if an iris pattern has been previously leaked or sourced from an image, it could be
deployed in a biometric system at border control or used to gain access to certain buildings.

Figure 11. A representation of an image from The Sunday Times showing potential unique face details
and eye exposure

Another example is the series of photos in Figure 12. It shows representations of common images seen
in news coverage of rallies and protests. We see that a person wearing a mask can effectively hide their
iris pattern and their face shape but at the same time can also expose their ear shape, partial palm
shape, and tattoos. Taken separately or in combination, these exposed features can significantly improve
the chances of deanonymization. This is especially true if the task is to identify a single person from a
particular known group where several individuals have already been identified. It should be noted that
even if the camera position was set to focus mostly on the back of a person’s head, some angles can still
expose their ear shape and tattoos.
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Figure 12. Potential ear shape and tattoo exposure even if an individual’s face is hidden. Images
represent photos typically used in news coverage.18

The identification of such individuals from an image is not a trivial task. However, a combination of different
possible sources, such as telecom network data about people who were present in an area or social
media posts that expose the same unique patterns, would increase the probability significantly compared
to a situation where these features were not exposed during the event.

Search Engines
Search engines normally index content, allowing cross correlations across media published in different
sources. For example, they can tag a person on a picture and find similar pictures with higher resolutions
that contain biometric features.
Google, Bing, Yahoo, Yandex, and Baidu are universal search engines. However, there are also specific
search engines that narrow the scope to a particular social media or messenger network, such as
tgstat.ru. There are also engines that allow users to search social media platforms like
social-searcher.com. While search engines are normally not responsible for content exposure, therefore,
they can still be used to search or match one piece of content with others that have the exposed biometric
features of a particular person.

Future Scenarios Involving VR, AR, and Metaverse
In the near future, we expect the advent of more internet-of-things (IoT) and industrial internet-of-things
(IIoT) devices capable of directly and indirectly capturing biometric features. The use of visual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) technologies, the shift to the metaverse19 from classic social networks,
and the extensive use of devices with embedded audio, video, and biometric capabilities in daily life will
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lead to nearly permanent user exposure. In fact, HoloLens 2 (a mixed reality headset) already has iris
authentication with user management function. Similarly, other VR platforms already have plans to use iris
recognition for authentication.
Even now, if we compare uploads of video content with live streaming, there are different exposure risks.
Videos can be reviewed and edited, while streaming exposes sensitive features immediately and directly.
We already have mobile sensors and applications that are capable of capturing 3D objects, including
capturing the 3D shape of a face, which has key benefits for VR and metaverse users. This means that in
the near future, malicious actors could bypass more advanced facial recognition technologies at scale.
In the next decade, we also expect the mass appearance of self-driving cars on roads. These cars, if
considered as IIoT devices with cameras, sensors, and computation capabilities, are also perfect for
biometric collection. Access to such data should be restricted by vendors, but a sophisticated attacker20
could still compromise and use such devices as their adoption increases.
It is also important to consider the infrastructure and back-end areas of multimedia content-processing
services. Today, we are witnessing a variety of breaches related to personally identifiable information
(PII) and financial information. In the future, we expect more frequent breaches that expose biometric
databases or raw captured content of multimedia services instead of processed content. Similarly, media
content that is considered private or restricted (only shared to specific people) will be exposed for public
access in such cases. The impact of such exposures can be critical. As with all biometrics, once the
features are exposed even for a single instance, it is hard to mitigate the malicious use of these features
in the future.

A Summary of Content Exposure by Different Services
To summarize our findings, we created a table that compares the exposure of major biometric features
depending on the type of content and where it can be found. Content location includes major hubs like
messaging apps, social media platforms, and several major news outlets (we go into further detail in
succeeding sections).
We classified the type of content as audio, photo, or video. We also highlight what kind of features are
mostly exposed in the content of each platform.
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Audio

Photo

Video

Context /
Description

Hashtags

Search
capabilities

Government/
Corporate portals

Medium

High

Medium

High

Low

Low

Messenger
platforms

Medium

High

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Facebook

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

Instagram

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

TikTok

Low

Low

High

Medium

High

High

YouTube

High

Low

High

High

Medium

High

Twitter

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Medium

News outlets

High*

High*

High*

Low

Low

Low

Misconfigurations,
breaches, and
leaks

High

High

High

High

Low

High

Content location

What is
prevalent?

Table 1. Heatmap of content exposure on certain platforms and applications

It is evident from the table that majority of the portals have either medium or high exposure, while for some
features there is no straightforward way to find biometric features at scale, especially for fingerprints.
Instead, it is necessary to think about the context in which the features can be exposed. We can therefore
categorize exposure as intentional, semi-intentional, and unintentional. The succeeding section looks into
context in more detail.

Context of the Content
One of the problems with biometric data is that, unlike a password, once it is exposed, it is nearly impossible
to change. In some cases, people expose biometrics intentionally, but unintentional biometrics exposure
is more dangerous and has more potential to be abused at scale.

What People Show Intentionally
In some cases, people clearly understand what they are doing while exposing certain features such as
fingerprints. For instance, there are scientific articles and videos on the topic of fingerprint exposure.
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Figure 13. Exposure of fingerprints from a video on the topic21
Image credit: SciShow Kids/YouTube

In contrast, the search results for direct tags like #Fingerprint contain a lot of noise and do not suggest
the mass exposure of biometric features. The exposure in such cases happens either semi-intentionally
or unintentionally.

Figure 14. Results for the hashtag #Fingerprint on TikTok don’t indicate mass fingerprint exposure.
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Semi-Intentional Content Exposure
Semi-intentional exposure means that authors of the content expose either voice recordings or photo
and video content related to the parts of the body that also include biometric patterns. In such cases, the
authors probably do not consider that such posts lead to exposure.
For example, by posting a high-quality portrait photo, face patterns are exposed. By posting a picture or
a video of an eye, very often iris pattern is also exposed.
We see this type of exposure on a moderate scale. For example, there are trending topics and terms on
social media like the phrase “beautiful eyes”. A search query for this phrase revealed a significant volume
of exposed relevant content.

Figure 15. Search results for “beautiful eyes”

Unintentionally Exposed Content
Unintentionally exposed content refers to content with major biometric pattern exposure. This means that
the major topic of the post is not related to biometric features or parts of the body that expose biometric
features. However, at the same time, unknown exposure takes place, and it is this category in particular
that merits increased awareness.
One example is this picture of a wine glass. By zooming in, we can spot the exposure of fingerprints
on the glass. However, it is clear that fingerprints are not the topic of this post and that the exposure is
unintentional.
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Figure 16. A series of fingerprints exposed on a picture of a wine glass

There are dozens of scenarios like this and without knowledge of exposure risks, it is nearly impossible
to spot such exposure. After all, do we think about eye makeup pictures and video in relation to iris
exposure? We can also ask the same about photos of bracelets, which often show the palm with exposed
fingerprints.
Etsy goods, wedding rings, small gifts, videos about hand care, miniature food cooking, needlework —
media content related to such topics do not look suspicious at first glance. However, albeit unintentionally,
they expose biometric patterns. At the same time, many of these photos and videos have hundreds and
thousands of views.
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Figure 17. Examples of unintended fingerprint exposure on YouTube

Similar to a physical fingerprint collection where environmental variables like temperature can significantly
affect the quality of the fingerprints,22 lighting conditions and equipment quality can affect a digital
collection of fingerprints. Collected fingerprints could even be used to plant evidence at crime scenes.23

Examples of Hashtags and Pivots Used to Find Exposed
Content
Search terms

Face

Iris

Palm, fingerprints

Ear

Messaging
platforms

Makeup
News

Makeup

Manicure

Haircut

Facebook

Makeup

Eye close-up

Manicure

Earings, haircut

TikTok

#Face
#Makeup
#MyMakeup
#NoMakeup

#EyeTransition
#EyeZoom
#EyeChallenge
#Inverted
#Eyes

#HandTrend,
#FingerChallenge,
#MyHandsLookLikeThis
#Etsy
#Braslet
#WeddingRing

#EarTok
#Earings
#EarCheck

YouTube

Interview
Makeup
Hairstyle
News

eye zoom, eye
zoom in, zoom
macro, eye close
up, blinking eye

Finger tattoo,
Needlework,
Miniature food

Earings

Twitter

#Hairstyle
#Haircut

#Hairstyle
#Haircut

#Manicure
#Fingerprint

#Hairstyle
#Haircut

Instagram

#Makeup
#Hairstyle
#Haircut

#MyEye
#EyePhotography
#EyePhoto
#EyeyMakeup
#MacroEye

#Fingers
#MyHand
#HandPicture
#HandCloseUp
#TodayOnMyhand

#Hairstyle
#Haircut

Table 2. Examples of search terms and relevance of results on different media platforms
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Table 2 provides some examples of search terms we found that exposed biometric information. Some
terms exposed three to five biometric features at the same time. While it is easy to find faces, irises, palms,
and ears exposed together on makeup- and haircut-related videos, news articles also often expose faces,
palms and ears, as do many other platforms.

Different Biometric Patterns People Typically Leak Depending
on Media, Length, and Scenario of Multimedia Files
In this section, we outline scenarios involving exposure within typical media content as simple examples.
This will give additional context to the information in preceding sections.
The first scenario is a press conference where a C-level executive or politician walks onto a stage, waves
their hand, and says hello to the audience. During the speech, to keep the attention of the audience,
they use gestures and turn slightly to the left and right. They also periodically drink a bit of water from a
glass. This means that their face, iris, ear, hand, and fingerprint patterns have already been potentially
exposed for several minutes. If there are press cameras and an audience with smartphones present at
the conference, capturing those features is almost guaranteed. The quality of the images depends mostly
on the equipment, distance, and the lighting conditions.
The second scenario involves cooking miniature food. Here, the creator presents themselves, exposing
their face and probably iris patterns. When they turn to pick up something, they expose their ear pattern.
While holding a spoon or fork, they also partially expose their fingerprints, and while presenting the result
of their cooking, they expose their palm pattern.
There are many other video scenarios that expose two to three biometric features in a very short period.
TikTok videos, for example, are often only 15 seconds long, but these expose nearly every feature
discussed in the paper.
In sum, static pictures and videos that show a feature for several seconds can expose sensitive data,
making it paramount to keep those risks in mind when publishing media content.

Biometrics Use Cases
For years, biometrics have been used for identification and authentication; however, there are other
applications for biometrics. Behavioral biometrics are used to profile people or their habits, like their
driving style.24 These can also be used for user context recognition.25 To understand the risks and potential
attack vectors of exposed biometric data, it is important to know where, when, and how biometrics are
used. This section will describe typical current and future use cases for biometrics.
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Access to Own Devices
Most modern smartphones and tablets have the capability to authenticate the owner by using one or
several biometric features. Currently, fingerprint or facial recognition are two of the most widely used
methods. Many laptops are also equipped with fingerprint scanners or have facial recognition capabilities.
Biometrics are not just used to unlock the device but also to authenticate a user during purchases and
software installation, or to confirm sensitive actions inside different applications. In 2020, an estimated
41% of smartphone owners used biometrics, and according to forecasts, by 2024 that percentage will
grow to about 66%.26 Considering that in 2020 the number of smartphones users already numbered more
than five billion,27 we can estimate that more than two billion smartphones process biometric features.
Accessing these devices is, for now, the major use case where biometrics are used on a daily basis.

Access to Buildings
Accessing buildings, especially those in locations where sensitive information is processed such as
government or research institutions, is one obvious use cases for biometric-based access control.28
Fingerprint, facial, iris, and palm recognition sensors are the most widely used for physical access control.
The data from access control sensors are often also used to calculate working hours and make correlations
between access control sensors and secure IT assets (usually accessible only from the building to enforce
defense-in-depth strategies).
Access control can be deployed as supervised or not supervised. Biometric identification can also be
combined with other methods to enforce security.

Schools
An obvious use case for biometrics in schools is to restrict access to buildings to only authorized persons
like students and teachers. In the UK, biometrics are also used for cashless catering, library registration,
photocopying, locker access, vending machines, and laptop access.29
In some cases, biometrics can minimize the risks of the abuse of government-sponsored programs in
schools. One example is the National Home-Grown School Feeding Programme (NHGSFP) that provides
meals to children in Nigeria. As part of its operations, fingerprints and photos of children as young as five
are collected to provide government compensation to children who have not received food. Biometrics
also help guarantee effectiveness, transparency, and accountability.30

Healthcare
In healthcare, biometrics are used to ensure precise verification of a patient’s identity. The use cases vary
from remote diagnostics, donor’s authentication, determining identity, and obtaining the medical records
of a patient who arrives in an unconscious state.
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One of the most obvious potential misuses of exposed biometric data is the abuse of electronic
prescriptions systems.

Banking
Biometrics is already widely used in banking to authenticate individuals and confirm financial transactions.
There are several use case scenarios: remote and local, supervised and non-supervised:
•

The authentication can be local and supervised when the biometric sensor is controlled by a bank
and a bank employer ensures that the authentication process is done properly. The confirmation of a
money transfer in a specific branch or office of a bank is one example.

•

Another case involves cash withdrawal from an ATM that supports biometric authentication.31 In this
case, the sensor is controlled by the bank, while authentication is not supervised. Non-supervised
authentication gives more options for an attacker to bypass security mechanisms. Depending on the
model of the ATM, fingerprints, facial recognition, or iris recognition can be used for authentication.
Some ATM deployments in other countries like Brazil also permit cash withdrawal using biometrics in
lieu of a debit or credit card.32

•

Another scenario is local enrollment using remote authentication. Here the enrollment is done
with a supervisor in the bank office or through a trusted partner, after which biometrics are used
to authenticate or confirm remote transactions. In this scenario, malicious actors could use leaked
biometric data to bypass security mechanisms. For this to happen, the victim’s account must support
biometric authentication.

•

We also have cases of remote enrollment with remote authentication. In this scenario, leaked biometric
data can be used to enroll and authenticate a user. If an attack succeeds, the owner of the biometrics
is unaware that there is a bank account under their name that could be used to initiate financial
activities.

Critical Events
Critical events are similar to critical infrastructures but have limited lifespans. Biometrics can play a crucial
role in such events to minimize risks for participants or attendees.
For example, the German Olympic team33 used biometric-based access control to restrict access to their
facilities against unauthorized persons. Verification of identity and vaccination status checks are also
used together to permit access to sport events.34
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Figure 18. An application that verifies identity and checks vaccination status before permitting
entry to a sports event
Image credit: Clear application

Border Crossing and Airport Security
Biometrics are being used increasingly for international border crossing and airport security. There are
several use cases for this, such as the frequent recording and verification of fingerprints and faces during
border control procedures.
Based on typical travel experience, both customized sensors and full HD web cameras are used during
those procedures. This means a wider or more limited attack surface depending on the quality or cost of
the equipment. Indeed, options for crossing the border that do not require direct interaction with personnel
are already implemented in major airport hubs. In addition to border crossing, some airports already use
biometric-based check-in and boarding processes. In Frankfurt, Vienna, Munich, and Hamburg, airport
facial recognition is available for Star Alliance flights.35
Due to the pandemic and masks requirements, iris-based authentication has turned into one of most
preferred methods for authentication. Service providers that provide airport and event authentication,
such as Clear, now allow eye-only authentication as a result of the global health crisis.36

National Digital Identities and Law Enforcement Biometric
Databases
For years, law enforcement agencies used fingerprint databases, like Integrated Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (IAFIS) in their investigations. The current trend is to integrate several types of
biometric features into these databases to be able to match identities based on face, fingerprints, iris,
and other biometric features.37
Together with law enforcement databases, national digital identity and national biometric registers have
been introduced in many countries. This means government and commercial organizations can use these
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centralized databanks for authentication and identification. These databanks are often integrated into
government, financial, and healthcare services and can be used for identification and authentication of
hundreds of government and private sector services, including banks, fintech, telecom operations, and
IT services. There are many implementations of such programs, including India’s Aadhaar Card38 project
and the UAE Pass.39

Future Use Cases
In the near future, biometrics will play a more significant role because of the following factors:
•

The number of devices that include biometric sensors or biometric capabilities are growing. Over
80% of new mobile devices that are shipped today have biometric capabilities.40

•

There is now an increased availability of algorithms41 and APIs,42 especially for face recognition.

•

Bigger players are stepping into native support of biometrics in their products and services.

•

Updates that explicitly involve facial recognition in the terms of service of big media services like
YouTube are indirect signs of biometrics’ increased importance. At the same time, while these updates
might restrict the collection of biometric data, there are still many other biometric features that can be
extracted from media content.

Figure 19. YouTube updated its terms of service to restrict the explicit inclusion of
facial recognition in the US. The update was enforced within the US in November 2020 and
outside the US starting June 2021.43
Image credit: YouTube Help/Google
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There are several scenarios we expect to emerge where biometrics will play an important role. These are
scenarios for which there are proofs of concept, or scenarios that have already been deployed, such as
next-generation retail.44 We expect that these technologies will be scaled to other countries and regions
in the future.

Contactless Transparent Payment in Next-Generation Shops and Public
Transport
The next-generation retail45 concept considers a variety of capabilities, including smart shelves and the
extensive use of robotization, as well as means of payment that do not require cash or credit cards as
their key features. In some cases, special applications provided by retailers and used at store entrances
generate QR codes. In other cases, the process is even more transparent and a registered customer with
enrolled biometrics is automatically recognized and tracked inside the shop. Biometric features are also
used to initiate payments when the customer is leaving the shop. Together with usability, therefore, the
technology also brings tracking concerns.46
Another similar use case is transparent payments in public transport using biometrics. These technologies
recently became available in megapolises like Moscow47 and Dubai.48

Censuses, Polls, and Voting
In a 2002 symposium, the UN discussed the use of biometric technologies together with other innovations
in censuses, including population censuses.49
Now, more and more countries have introduced biometric voter systems. In these circumstances,
biometrics could play an important role in avoiding shared authentication credentials that would allow
votes to be placed on behalf of several people at the same time.50 In fact, there are already confirmed
cases of biometric voter systems detecting anomalies. In Nigeria, over one million invalid entries, including
double registrations, were detected.51
As for internet polls and petitions, there are a variety of attack vectors to manipulate the outcomes.52
Biometric technologies can significantly improve the integrity of internet polls and petitions in the near
future.

Social Scoring Systems
A social scoring system has already been available in China for years, although it is still under active
development.53 Many other countries already have the technological capability to launch similar systems,
but in Europe there are many privacy concerns about the implementation of these systems on a countrywide scale. Some industries, like insurance54 or law enforcement agencies,55 are already adopting these
technologies. We expect that soon, there will be more industries using the results of these social scoring
systems in some sense.
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Biometrics, especially facial recognition, will play an important role in this process. Overall, capabilities
to trace people’s behavior and habits is expected to significantly increase during the transition from 5G
to 6G communication technologies. This expectation comes from the increased number and types of
sensors that will be capable of tracing human behavior.
There are already known cases when an AI system mistook an image of a model’s face on a bus
advertisement for someone jaywalking on the street. This in turn automatically affected the model’s
reputation in the scoring system until it was later manually corrected.56
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How This Affects People:
Current and Future Attack
Scenarios
This section covers current and future attack scenarios. Current attack scenarios are those that can be
easily implemented now and at scale. Future attack scenarios cover the technologies that are already
available but not used at scale, or scenarios for which prototypes and concepts of technologies are
already present and for which we expect the appearance of attack enablers in the future.
The purpose of this section is to increase awareness on the risks that could appear after biometric features
are exposed.
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Attack scenarios
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Table 3. A heatmap of the use of biometric features in different attack scenarios and comparing current
and projected future usage

Biometric Data Collection and Connected
Attacks
Attackers need to collect or intercept biometric features to use them. The collection of features can be
passive or active. “Passive” means that the collection will not be visible to the owner of the features or the
organization that stores or processes biometric data. “Active” means that the collection process is known
to the owner of the features or organization that stores or processes biometric data.

Passive Biometric Data Collection
Passive collection is mostly related to the publicly exposed features that were previously described in this
paper. The major sources for such information are social media and messaging networks, news outlets,
and official government and corporate portals. FindFace57 is one of the services that process photos from
social media network vk[.]com at scale to identify people based on their face patterns.

Active Biometric Data Collection
By “active biometric collection,” we mean attacks that aim to collect biometric features. Notably, no such
active engagement is necessary for passive collection. In addition to the main focus of this paper on
passive biometric leakage in social media, it is also worth listing the sources of biometric data that are
available for an active attacker.
In this section, we walk through several attack scenarios related to active biometric data collection.
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Attacks on Biometric Ecosystems
The simplest case scenario of a biometric ecosystem is a standalone implementation, which means that
patterns are stored on a sensor or on a host directly connected to the sensor. Those implementations
are mostly related to the small office, small home (SOHO) and small-and-medium-sized business (SMB)
segments where access to a single asset, like an entrance door to the gym, is controlled by a biometric
sensor.
Implementations connecting several distributed sensors already require more complex architecture. The
deployment often includes biometric sensors, a cloud or centralized database, and APIs for integration
with different authentication services. Any of these components can be used to extract biometric patterns
if there are configuration errors, exploitable vulnerabilities, or insider threats present. Since third-party
biometric service vendors often possess sensitive personal, government, or corporate data and information
on business processes, they are therefore potential lucrative targets and serve as an important link in the
supply chain.

Attacks on Sensors
Sensors (hardware biometric sensors, not normal mobile phones) can be installed, controlled, or modified
by an attacker. The attacks in this scenario are similar to skimmer attacks on ATMs that allow sensor
output interception. In many cases, they can be easily implemented.
Few would be surprised, for example, if an extra camera is attached to an ATM or if fingerprint scanners
appear on an ATM. This is similar to how contactless payment devices are now in many stores. However,
an attacker can compromise the equipment or credentials used for controlling and managing cash or
payment.
The software supply chain can be also broken in several places, especially if third-party libraries, APIs,
or software development kits (SDKs) are used.58 There are also precedents in other industries, such as
criminal underground sales of modified applications for taxi drivers that are capable of faking GPS data
and charging customers for longer journeys.59 In short, all necessary technologies for such attacks are
already in place, and it will just be a matter of time until the issue becomes visible and at scale.

Attacks on Databases
In this current climate, data breaches happen regularly. While we hear a lot about breaches exposing PII
on the news, it’s worth noting that misconfigurations or other incidents that expose biometric data also
happen.60, 61 Additionally, while breaches tend to be public in nature, in some cases they are covert, as
attackers could compromise databases and back-end infrastructure supporting biometric data storage
without public exposure.
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Abuse of API and Export Features
To provide interoperability to many, biometric ecosystems (especially distributed ones) need the capability
to export patterns or raw biometric feature captures. This capability is often a part of compliance
requirements. The exchange format of the data is standardized, and the ISO/IEC 19794 – Biometric data
interchange formats series or ANSI/NIST-ITL 1 is one example of such standards. The attacker can exploit
or abuse such features to obtain biometric data related to accounts enrolled in the system.
APIs related to biometrics can also be used to extract biometric patterns or raw data captured by sensors.
This fact is confirmed by research published in recent years. For example, a report on the usage of
fingerprint API in Android62 discusses security issues of Android APIs related to biometrics. Some Androidbased devices are also vulnerable to biometric feature extraction through API. There are also published
reports of a vulnerability in the API that allowed for the extraction of fingerprints from a phone.63
APIs related to distributed biometric systems can be also exploited,64 which opens another path for
criminals to monetize existing access to infrastructures.65 For example, if a compromised organization
integrates biometric identification and authentication in some of their processes, then criminals could
exploit their access for ill gain.
Due to interoperability, the captured data can be imported to the other biometric systems without user
permission or injected into a system on behalf of compromised or attacker-controlled sensors.

Attacks on Raw Data and Media-Processing Algorithms to
Extract Biometric Features
With global internet connectivity, it is hard to control the full supply chain related to media services,
especially if media content is stored unencrypted, streamed, downloaded, or uploaded using unsecure
connections. Media traffic could also go through different jurisdictions. That means that at any intermediate
point, additional media-processing algorithms could be deployed and biometrics extracted and processed
without our control.

Attacks on Surveillance Systems to Extract Biometrics
Surveillance systems are a gold mine for collecting biometric features (mostly face images), but in some
cases they could also include voice, palm, and ear patterns. This is the case in both China66 and Russia67
where systems that use facial recognitions are already centralized.
In other locations, this equipment could still be used to capture biometric patterns. There are numerous
cases of surveillance systems being publicly exposed, and these systems can be categorized by location
or type of content. In previous research, we discussed the sale of access to surveillance systems as part
of established business models in the cyber underground.68
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Identity Theft and Impersonation Attacks
Digital identity already plays an important role in our life. In some countries, one’s digital identity is linked
to a SIM card or mobile app that requires biometric enrollment to unlock an application or authenticate
transactions. Usually, this means that there are procedures to initiate a trusted relationship between
normal print or plastic IDs and a digital identity, after which an individual can use their digital identity for
many activities without physically providing a traditional ID.
Right from the stage of establishing a trusted relationship, the compromise, takeover, or cloning of these
new kinds of IDs could lead to serious real-life consequences. Among the possibilities, account takeovers,
including accounts on government portals and accounts related to financial institutions, could happen.
Malicious actors could even use accounts to fabricate evidence by placing an individual in a particular
place in specific circumstances.

Deepfakes
Deepfakes can leave critical damage on the reputation of people who have influence in a country or a
particular industry, which means that public figures are automatically potential targets. More importantly,
these are the people who almost definitely have already had their static and behavioral biometric features
exposed at scale via media content. Unfortunately, this exposure would allow someone to train deepfake
models — something we already see regularly with political figures.69, 70
The same activities on a bigger scale can lead to a significant impact on the owner of the biometric features
or assets, as criminals are already adopting technologies to target private companies using deepfakes of
CEOs.71 Trend Micro previously explored this at length in a collaborative research with Europol and the
United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI).72
There are existing proofs of concept showing how deepfakes can bypass the security mechanisms of
financial institutions, specifically biometric liveness checks done through videos.73 One key risk here,
however, is that cybercriminals and state-sponsored groups might also use these technologies.

Criminal Monetization of Deepfake Technology
The use of deepfakes for financial scams and other malicious activities has been discussed in underground
forums in recent years. Not surprisingly, technology capable of significantly improving the success and
monetization rate of a variety of cyberattacks piqued the interest of underground users since the early
days of its appearance.74 Deepfakes can revolutionize and empower existing attacks like business email
compromise (BEC), messaging and tech supports scams, making accounts for money laundering, and
taking over accounts in financial institutions.
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Attacks Using Deepfakes During Critical Events
Some scenarios, like the use of a deepfake to mimic a country leader or a government representative
making important statements at an inappropriate time, could lead to serious consequences. For example,
if a deepfake of a government representative from a country with limited independent journalists makes a
potentially damaging statement, this can trigger grave consequences inside the country, affect diplomatic
activities, or leave an impact on the stock market. The effects of these fakes could therefore be considerably
significant in critical scenarios.
A more specific example would be a deepfake video suspending the exportation of a particular material,
piece of technology, or good. If the country involved has a significant or near-monopoly market share,
many areas could be affected by such a statement.
Deepfakes also have the potential to create or amplify unrest in a particular region or for a particular social
group.

Abuse of Smart Devices
Smart speakers and voice assistants can be tricked and abused using publicly available media content.
They can take commands based on reproduced voice messages and messages replayed by other nearby
devices.75 In some cases, this attack method can be used for innocent pranks, but some smart home
devices can also initiate purchases, so this attack could create a financial impact for the person that
owns these devices, thereby highlighting a specific risk involving devices that rely on voice recognition
for authentication.

Tricking Tech Support to Take Over Accounts
Tech support calls might require some media content to recover accounts in so-called Know Your
Customer or KYC processes. These could require a user to take a selfie in a particular position where
exposed media can be reused, or to take a selfie during a call. However, since modern equipment is
capable of creating filters that can be applied to a video or audio stream in real time, someone can mimic
a target’s appearance or voice based on leaked biometrics that have been gathered by an attacker.
The same strategy can be applied by an attacker to target services that are deliverable through call
centers. In this scenario, an attacker would use voice biometrics in real time. It’s important to note that
this kind of technology has been available for over a decade and is often used by financial institutions.76
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Faking the Presence of a Person at a Particular Place or Event
There are a few scenarios that involve faking the presence of a person in a place or at an event. For example,
an attacker can trigger matches in surveillance systems equipped with facial identification capabilities,
or they can implement biometric-based payment transactions (in public transport, for example) using
biometric features collected from exposed media content.
Depending on the location chosen for the attack and the sensitivities around it, these malicious activities
can trigger significant real-world consequences for the owner of the biometric features. There are simple
and obvious scenarios where the consequences are visible.
To illustrate, we can take the example of a car-sharing service application that uses biometrics. If an
attacker successfully abuses a user’s biometrics, they can authenticate an account and then steal a
vehicle under the user’s name. The owner of the biometrics will probably be investigated and blamed for
the crime. It’s worth reiterating that this might be more relevant today because we are seeing more and
more car-sharing applications with biometric authentication options available. We described a similar
scenario involving stolen identities linked to mobile phones in a previously published paper.77
In another possible scenario, an attacker can plant evidence fabricating the presence of an individual at a
suspicious place. In this scenario, knowing that a criminal group meets at a particular place, the attacker
can trigger surveillance systems at the crime scene while also initiating payments to known moneylaundering criminal accounts using an account tied to the biometric data of their target. Essentially, the
attacker can frame their target for suspicious activity using biometric data.
These actions could lead to law enforcement investigations, additional background checks, and articles
in the press, all of which can affect the biometric owner’s reputation.

Abuse of Reputation Using Impersonation Attacks
Impersonation attacks using exposed biometrics can be leveraged to affect the reputation of a person.
The objective could be extortion, scams, or political and corporate advantages. An attacker can use
photo, audio, and video recordings and post any of these with another description, in a different time,
or with alternative context. They can also send voice messages to relatives or friends using messaging
platforms for extortion purposes or scams.
There are more and more developments related to biometric-based identification78 and authentication in
social media networks.79 We can map this to a previous paper, where we discuss how biometric sensors
and processing algorithms can be bypassed and attackers can obtain access to a device with a certain
social media application or social media account.80 In this case, an attacker can initiate posts, comments,
engagement, and join groups that can negatively affect the reputation of the person who owns the
biometric data.
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Abuse of Social Scoring Systems
A social scoring system can be enforced country-wide or be limited to particular verticals. The ability to
impersonate a person either on the streets or in the digital world can significantly affect a person’s life
if a social scoring system is deployed in their jurisdiction. For example, the cost of an individual’s car
insurance could significantly depend on their driving style.81 This means that the impersonation of such an
individual, or even the impersonation of the digital identity linked to such an individual, could significantly
leave an impact on many aspects of their life beyond their insurance rates.
As for triggering a city surveillance system, for example in case of a virus outbreak and a subsequent
lockdown, or in the case of an illegal street protest, the triggered system could lead to financial or criminal
charges. For some, it might also mean a disruption of their career.
We expect that more and more methods for targeting both reputation and social scoring systems will
be available for attackers in the near future. We also expect that any exposure of media content with
biometric data will decrease the cost of implementing such attacks.

Attacks With Identification
Exposure of biometric features at scale, especially those with geolocation information, also provides
opportunities to trace people’s activities at scale. For such attacks, due to the scale of exposure and
recognition capabilities, face-based identification is the most typical scenario, while in some cases voice
identification can be used.
There are a variety of attacks with regard to identification, and we will highlight several privacy-related
scenarios in this section.

Tracking and Automated Identification of a Person and Their
Habits
Facial exposure together with real names can be used as a training dataset to train surveillance cameras
with facial recognition capabilities. Governments, financial institutions, or private companies (which
normally ask for written consent for collecting biometric features) can do this, but a malicious actor who
has access to this type of data can do it as well.
An attacker that has access to a series of cameras can obtain data that can be used to trace the detailed
location of a person at a particular time. By identifying the background environment in media content,
they can also track a person’s habits and weaknesses. This data can be used in other attack scenarios
like extortion, preparation of individual phishing emails, attacks on reputation, and the manipulation of
public opinion. Knowing that a person likes a particular food or is eager to attend events on a particular
topic can significantly increase the success of phishing attacks if an attacker uses such information
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Considering that connectivity of sensors will increase in the near future, especially during the transition
to 5G and 6G, data collected by such sensors could also be used to trace location and habits with even
more precision. It must also be stressed that risks related to connectivity would increase because legal
requirements are so far very limited — something that we witness often whenever new technologies
appear. Normally, there is a gap of several years after new technologies are abused and before legal
regulations take shape, a kind of “wild west” period, if you will.
At present, we already see new companies selling face and emotion recognition models that have been
trained on data exposed on social media networks. We also see very precise advertising related to our
recent social media posts or discussions, even though data on our habits is supposedly anonymized.
Combining this data gives a potential attacker precise and powerful fuel for a variety of psychological
operations — from commercial scams to nationwide plots.

Identification of Communities Where People Communicate
Faces on group photos and videos can be recognized and mapped to their social media profiles, including
professional ones, to determine an individual’s employer, position, location, time of the event, and many
other parameters. Several online services today provide this sort of accurate facial reverse image search,
either for free or for a price.
Appearing with a controversial person at a particular time or in a certain context could also significantly
affect the reputation or even political career of someone. If such an appearance is presented at the right
time and to the right audience with the appropriate reach, the revelation can be very damaging. This
scenario could lead to a political figure having to resign after a drunken incident or to apologize for an
appearance at a celebrity gathering during quarantine. Both are realistic scenarios, and we have already
witnessed such occurrences in recent news.

Creating Contexts for Extortion or Manipulating Public Opinion
Based on Exposed Media
Today, videos and photos can be published in the context of one event even if they were initially published
in another context. This type of media can significantly change an audience’s understanding of a situation.
For example, let us say that a video identifying a person in military training some years ago is published to
appear like the person is at present actively involved in ongoing military activities. Such posts can easily
end up in news outlets before the person is aware of it and can take action. The publication can lead
to significant reputational damage, affect ongoing negotiations, or even cause serious tension between
several countries.
Unfortunately, even if the long-term effect of such a malicious activity is debunked, the short-term impact
can do all the damage that the attacker hoped to achieve. Exposed biometrics can also expand capabilities
of the so-called human flesh search (HFS)82 and increase potential damage for the victims of such attacks.
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Identification of People at Critical Events
A critical event is a limited-time public or private event with higher risks and impact of incidents compared
to a normal event. Examples include sports events like the Olympic games or World Cup, political events
like elections, meetings involving a president or a prime minister, public speeches, strikes, natural
disasters, and so on. Media exposure of the presence of a person at such an event can lead to positive
and negative consequences.
Nevertheless, there are some personal scenarios that could lead to awkward situations or even extortion
attempts. For instance, a person might appear at a football match while claiming to be sick and unable to
go to the office, or someone might claim to be on a business trip only to be revealed at a nice beach after
their face is recognized via a social media network. To add, friends and relatives might be asked to verify if
the correct individual was tagged. Another scenario involves appearances at illegal street protests, which
could lead to arrests and legal consequences in particular jurisdictions.
As long as media content is exposed, there are a dozen ways the content can be monetized or leveraged
against a particular person in attack scenarios. What is also clear is that new technologies give more and
more opportunities for an attacker to do that.

Attacks on Authentication
For authentication-based attack scenarios, face, iris, fingerprint, and voice are the major features that are
used. We can consider local and remote authentication and, in this section, will cover several use cases
for both scenarios.

Abusing Local Authentication Mechanisms
Local authentication mechanisms mean close positioning between the sensor and the asset to which
access is provided. In other words, if biometric-based authentication provides access to an asset located
in the proximity of a biometric sensor, we consider the scenario as local.
This is why payment in public transport or next-generation retail falls under a local authentication category.83
In many of these cases, pattern databases are stored in the sensor (like for some fingerprint-based door
locks). The database could also be located in a smartphone or in a computer also located locally.
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Unlocking a Laptop, Phone, and Other Gadgets
Many modern gadgets, including phones, tablets, and laptops have embedded biometric sensors in some
form. Unlocking these gadgets using biometrics is the use case scenario most applied in daily life, and
attacks in this area have been widely publicized. When attacks do happen, the evidence of unlocking is
recorded in local logs. However, further investigation capabilities are limited in these commercial gadgets
compared to enterprise-grade biometric systems. This is due to the local nature of the authentication.
The reasons for device-unlocking attacks using exposed biometrics can vary, and they are significantly
dependent on the role of the device owner in society. Political figures or C-level executives are plausible
targets in state-sponsored attacks, whereas an ordinary person could fall prey to different criminal
monetization strategies.

Opening a Biometric Door Lock
Biometric locks are widely used in celebrities’ private homes and executive apartments. These locks
allow access without a physical key to a predefined list of people.84 Being able to trick such locks using
previously exposed biometric patterns can lead to an extensive attack surface, which could expand to
physical access to the property.
The consequences of such access range from extortion to reputational damage and monetizationbased scenarios. One of the most obvious is burglary and theft, especially in the case of influencers who
regularly show off the internal surroundings (and wealth) of their home while simultaneously exposing all
the biometric details needed to bypass their security setup.

Next-Generation Retail, Public Transport Payments, and Cash Withdrawal
Next-generation retail services85 and biometric-based payment systems in public transport are already
in production or available as prototypes in several countries. Successful attacks on biometric-based
authentication could lead to a victim who has been impersonated to be charged with shopping purchases
or the cost of a public transport ticket. In some cases, the financial impact will not be significant, but the
side effect of this is that the possibility of the case being investigated by low enforcement would be low.
Due to successful attacks in that category, in some cases they could be classified as a new variation of
the salami slicing attack.86
We see that more and more ATMs are being equipped with biometric features. If these features allow cash
withdrawal without providing a bank card, successful authentication using exposed biometric features
could lead to direct financial impact for the owner of the bank account.
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Abusing Remote Authentication Mechanisms
Remote authentication mechanisms allow access to a remotely located asset. Access to a bank account
using online banking or access to cloud storage that requires biometric authentication are good examples
of this.
The key feature of remote authentication mechanisms (compared to local mechanisms) is that the
authenticating party has limited control and visibility on sensor integrity and sensor environment. When a
person accesses a building, the chance of a sensor being controlled is much higher compared to a sensor
installed in an attacker-controlled environment that is used to access remote assets.
Attackers can, for example, choose lighting conditions, use artificial copies of fingers, and inject and fake
sensor output — all before this data is sent to the back end for authentication. However, this also means
that the attack surface for remote authentication scenarios is normally bigger compared to a local one.
The major use cases for remote authentication are account authentication and confirmation of transactions.
There are known vulnerabilities for biometrics that help bypass two-factor authentication (2FA) and can be
used by an attacker, for example, to gain access to iCloud accounts of victims.87 Studies have also been
carried out on remote fingerprint authentication.88

Confirming Account and Financial Transactions Using Embedded Gadget
Features
Many financial applications or applications capable of initiating financial transactions provide access
or confirm transactions using embedded biometric-capture features in the gadget. For example, many
mobile bank applications allow the confirmation of transactions using embedded fingerprint scanners
or facial recognition capabilities instead of initiating standard 2FA procedures. Successfully bypassing
biometric authentication could directly leave a financial impact on the impersonated victim.
A second use case is the confirmation of sensitive actions on the device, like installing software from
stores and even untrusted sources, adding accounts to the host, or editing sensitive documents.

Future Devices
We expect that more and more IoT and IIoT devices will have biometric capture and processing capabilities.
For example, virtual and augmented reality devices will have more biometric authentication capabilities.89
If such devices are tricked, attackers can gain access to a variety of digital assets in the metaverse,
games, or even get additional spying capabilities if the devices are used in high-tech production.
Physical assets like next-generation cars could also be affected in the near future. With biometric-based
keyless car access, which is expected to be available at scale soon,90 the consequences of successful
attacks on biometric algorithms can affect valuable physical assets.
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Advice for Readers
In recent years, society has raised many questions about the exposure of personal information. Many
jurisdictions have already gone a step further and accepted laws like the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR),91 which clarifies rules on personal information processing and other regulatory guidelines92 on
some use cases of biometric data processing. The big issue is that these laws and regulations are linked
to a particular jurisdiction, while the content is exposed globally. As a side effect of that global exposure, in
the near future organizations and individuals will be capable of processing biometric data and monetizing
it.
In this section, we provide recommendations to help decrease the risks and consequences of biometric
pattern exposure. The section also gives suggestions for the general audience, together with suggestions
for specific groups who own, handle, process, or use biometrics.

What Makes Biometrics Different From Other
Authentication and Identification Methods
Biometric features like an individual’s face, fingerprints, and iris pattern cannot be changed as easily as a
password. If any of these are leaked, it can trigger consequences for a decade or even longer.93
In some cases, an unintentional biometric leak that happened in your teens can follow you for your entire
life. Behavioral biometrics such as how people interact with a device, their typing cadence, or the angle
they hold a device, meanwhile, have more flexibility. However, if their device is compromised, these traits
can be profiled and substituted at the telemetry level.
People should realize that while their biometric features will never leave them, once lost they can still be
replicated and uncontrollably distributed just like any other exposed digital asset. At the same time, an
incident of biometric exposure has much more limited avenues for mitigation compared to other sensitive
assets like passwords or exposed credit card data.
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General Suggestions
We recommend the following best practices to the general public:
•

Minimize exposure of biometric patterns. With modern life, it is understandably very hard to keep
face and voice patterns from exposure. However, a degree of control over other biometric patterns
such as fingerprints or iris patterns can still be kept to a minimum for most internet users.

•

Minimize reliance on biometric factors that are commonly publicly exposed or have a high
possibility of exposure. Using facial recognition for authentication to confirm remote banking
transactions can be riskier compared to using less exposed biometric factors.

•

Minimize the quality of exposed media or the parts of exposed media that potentially contain
biometric features. Alternatively, consider transparent manipulation of this data in random ways that
are imperceptible to a human but drastically different to a computer. For example, modifying an iris
pattern in a photo will create a perceptible difference only to a computer.

•

For users who are widely seen in public media and are recorded in high resolution, assume
that all meaningful biometric data is already exposed or at very high risk of exposure. For these
individuals, it is better to adopt a risk profile where biometrics should always already be assumed
as compromised and should only be used as part of two-factor methods for any authentication. For
privacy purposes, they should also assume that any media recording featuring them in which they
are supposedly anonymous could still likely be tied to their real identity with increasing ease in the
coming years.

Suggestions for Organizations Handling
Biometrics
•

Use separate security processes for trusted and untrusted environments. Trusted environments
are those that are supervised and controlled by an organization or trusted partner sensors, while
untrusted environments are sensors or environments controlled by the individual who submitted the
biometric features.

•

Use biometrics for single-factor authentication for non-critical assets and tasks only, or use it as just
one factor in MFA based on “something you know” and not just “something you are.” This should be
considered specifically for untrusted environments.

•

Ensure the security of storage, processing, and the whole life cycle of business processes that rely
on biometrics.

•

Secure biometric patterns in a way that minimizes the consequences of potential data breaches.
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–

Increase awareness about the existence of deepfakes, specifically focusing on real-time
implementations that can be adopted for conference calls.

How to Handle Your Own Biometrics
For common advice to stick to, we have six golden recommendations:
•

Be aware of each major biometric data type at risk of exposure: face, voice, fingerprint, palm, and iris.

•

Limit exposure of all biometric features, especially fingerprint, palm, and iris patterns.

•

Minimize the quality of exposed media and modify sensitive areas of posted media.

•

Review media carefully before sharing anything online for intended exposure.

•

Control and manage access rights on media platforms properly.

•

Regularly conduct a media search of your own image and check the context in which the images
appear. Reverse image search tools such as Google Images94 and Yandex Images95 are useful for this.
This is a form of reputation management that can mitigate any misuse of your personal image and
minimize reputational damage. For example, malicious actors might misuse real images of you, or
they might create and abuse deepfakes of you.

In addition to our general suggestions, we also ask the reader to consider the following:
•

For the use of biometrics, one option is to use a strategy similar to network segmentation. Separate
the potential use of biometrics into segments like government service usage, finance, building access,
and so on. Prioritize biometric features according to how easily each can be sourced publicly. Face and
voice, for example, are easy to source, while fingerprints and iris patterns are more challenging. Use
less exposed features depending on the sensitivity of the account or service you are authenticating.

•

For the purpose of identification, use what is potentially publicly exposed. For authentication, use
what is not publicly exposed.

•

Use what is potentially not exposed for single-factor biometric authentication. If there is no other
choice, use potentially exposed biometrics as part of MFA, not as a single factor. If fingerprints are
required for several types of services, use different fingers for different services, or alternate between
each hand.

•

Separate requirements and expectations for remote and local authentication, as well as for supervised
and not supervised authentication. If you are passing border control, you may use a picture to
authenticate yourself. If, however, you are authenticating a login from your home to a remote network,
then it is a completely different scenario.
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•

Be very careful when exposing your biometrics to new types of services and technologies. Newly
launched technology often means zero or a low level of regulation. There is a higher probability that
exposed data will be abused and misused.

•

When creating media content, especially using professional equipment, use the equipment itself to
minimize exposure. This is exactly the case for political figures, CEOs, and celebrities, especially in
live-streaming scenarios. For example, distributed and multiple sources of light can lead to multiple
reflections on the iris and minimize the exposed area. The use of a single point of light, which is
reflected in the middle of your pupil, increases the chance of successfully capturing the iris from
exposed media.

Figure 20. Reflections from several sources of light (left) versus a single source on a
public YouTube video (right)96
Image credit: Jazmin Castro/YouTube
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Conclusion
Biometric data should be treated like a password that never expires. Even though currently criminals can’t
reliably use this information to mount attacks at scale, that does not mean that this will always be so.
In some recent cases, we’ve seen that an attacker needs access to physical devices such as a phone
or a laptop belonging to a victim to plan and push through with attacks that use leaked data. This is a
worrying scenario in a range of coercive control scenarios, but this too will change with the increasing use
of biometrics in society.
For years, people have both intentionally and unintentionally exposed their sensitive biometric data on the
internet. Still, unintentional exposure can be more damaging than intentional because the person sharing
is not aware that exposure has occurred.
As users, we are losing control of such data, and its future uses and the risks from the platforms we
use every day are not understood well by the common user. Indeed, data from social media networks
are already being used by governments and even startups to extract biometrics and build identification
models for surveillance cameras.97
The same data is or will be used in the most sensitive parts of our lives, both now and in the future.
For example, it will be used when we access our banking accounts, use cashless payments for public
transport and next-generation shops, cross borders, choose keyless driving, or if part of the police force,
when we investigate a crime. The specifics of biometric data mean that every individual has a limited
number of biometric features (like fingerprints, face, voice, iris, retina, or palm) that they cannot change,
unlike passwords.
The fact that our biometric data cannot be changed means that in the future, having such a treasure trove
of data will be increasingly useful for criminals. Whether that future is five or 20 years ahead, the data is
available now. We owe it to our future selves to take precautions today to protect ourselves in the world
of tomorrow.
Together with that the availability of data, developments in data-mining technologies, artificial intelligence,
and the existence of data breaches with PII significantly increases the attack surface of exposed biometric
data. This can affect nearly every person on the planet in the future.
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In this paper, we highlighted key risks that stem from biometric features that are already exposed in
social media and messaging platforms at scale. Malicious actors could use collected data to bypass
identification and authentication for sensitive financial and government services, not to mention to access
restricted areas that require biometric authentication, commit digital identity theft, abuse reputation and
social scoring systems, create deepfakes, and even trigger alerts for law enforcement.
The problem of exposed biometric data is a hard one for humanity to address. We recommend the
following measures:
•

Minimize the unintended exposure of high-quality media.

•

Prioritize the use of less exposed biometric patterns for access to sensitive areas, especially for
remote authentication.

•

Use a combination of static and behavioral biometrics and other methods for authentication.

•

Tackle the problem at scale through significant policy changes that address the use of current and
previously exposed biometric data for both present and future activities.

We hope that increased awareness and our suggestions will help readers minimize additional security
risks related to exposed biometrics for ordinary people as well as for organizations who use or provide
biometric-based technologies. The way that the world will develop solutions to tackle the difficult problems
of identification and authentication of its inhabitants for a variety of services will continue to evolve and
move forward. It is our hope that some of the concerns raised in this work will help inform more detailed
conversations and encourage better overall solutions for society.
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Appendix
Testing Exposed Data Against Real-World
Devices
We investigated scenarios related to the three types of features that are widely used for authentication:
fingerprints, face, and iris. For all cases, in either our own research or in external reputable sources, we
found confirmation of the existence of the threats and risks we are trying to evaluate.
We tried to answer questions such as is it possible to use unintentionally leaked fingerprints to identify a
person based on a photo exposed on social media? Can a camera with facial recognition capabilities be
tricked by a non-sophisticated attacker? Can algorithms of a hardware iris sensor be tricked using other
objects? Is the resolution of the media content exposed on social media enough to enroll or authenticate
a person on an iris sensor?
In this section, we focus on the technologies and capabilities that allow someone to process, attack, and
trick biometric systems, or to make decisions based on exposed fingerprints, faces, and irises.

Fingerprints
Fingerprints are normally acquired in an 8-bit-per-pixel grayscale format with recommended resolution
greater than or equal to 500 pixels per inch or greater than 197 pixels per centimeter.98 The acquisition
area can be between 12.8 and 25.4 mm in width and 16.5 and 24.5 mm in height for most standards. That
means that an image of a fingerprint starting from 252 by 325 pixels can be enough to identify a person.
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Figure 21. Required quality for fingerprint capture based on different standards99
Image credit: A. Alessandroni et al/CiteSeerX

For as long as people have discussed fingerprint-based biometrics, they have also asked, “Is it possible
to trick a fingerprint sensor?”
The answer is simple: yes. It is possible to find dozens of approaches showing how to defeat fingerprint
sensors and how to improve the security of such sensors in academic papers. Some of those papers even
include images of fake fingers created to trick sensors.100

Figure 22. An array of high-precision fake fingers modeled from index, middle,
and thumb fingers from 20 subjects101
Image credit: Aditya Singh Rathore et al/Network and Distributed Systems Security (NDSS) Symposium
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The papers we reviewed regularly included success rate statistics of finger-spoofing attacks on different
classes of devices. For the partial fingerprint sensors often used in smartphones and laptops, the success
rate can reach nearly 90%.102 For more specialized devices that use full fingerprints, the success rate is
lower but still high enough to consider spoofing attack as a serious problem.

Figure 23. Success rate of spoofing attack with high-precision fake fingers

It is important to note that the sensor is just one piece of the puzzle during fingerprint-based authentication.
Fingerprint data stored on the device can also be attacked. In some cases, malicious processes can gain
access to the fingerprint sensor and fingerprints can be collected from a victim. These attacks have
already been illustrated at security conferences103 and confirm how biometric-based identification and
authentication sensors can be tricked. In bigger deployments and distributed systems, the attack surface
is even wider.
In this paper, we focus on the risks of exposed biometric features in social media. In this context, it is
important to know if photographs can be used to recreate, enroll, or authenticate a person. Again, the
answer is yes, and we have found several confirmations of such scenarios. The first confirmation occurred
in 2019 when a researcher called “darkshark9” was able to unlock a Samsung Galaxy S10 by printing a
3D model of his finger. He used a photograph of his fingerprint on a wine glass and created an alpha mask
from the fingerprint using Adobe Photoshop. After that, he used Autodesk 3ds Max software to make a
highly detailed 3D model. This 3D model was printed on an AnyCubic Photon LCD resin printer with a
quality capable of keeping all the ridges of the fingerprint properly rendered. In the end, the researcher
was able to use his printed finger model to successfully unlock the phone.104
In 2020, researchers from Cisco Talos achieved an average 80% success rate defeating fingerprint
scanners across a dozen devices. They also used a 3D printer to generate imposter fingers and had a
budget under US$2,000 to implement the attack. The researchers tested three different scenarios for
capturing fingerprints, including direct collection where they took a mold of the target’s relevant fingerprint.
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The second scenario used sensor data gathered from scanners like those at border crossings, while the
third involved lifting prints from objects like a bottle that the target had held. Notably, Apple’s MacBook
Pro 2018 Touch ID was one of the devices that was successfully tricked by the researchers.105
These two examples confirm that possession of fingerprint photos is often enough to bypass fingerprint
sensors. In the context of this paper, the only question left is whether it is possible to trick fingerprintbased identification and authentication with the restrictions we have in our scope here. A more precise
way to ask this would be, “Can publicly exposed images of fingerprints be used to identify a person or
bypass fingerprint-based security mechanisms?” The answer to both versions of the question is yes.
In two cases, we found police officers using exposed media content to track criminals. In the first one,
a drug dealer in Liverpool was identified after they shared a photo of Stilton cheese on an online chat,
which led to the exposure of their fingerprints and palm pattern.106 In the second case, a digital image of
a fingerprint helped resolve a fraud case in Finland.107, 108
At the 2014 Chaos Communication Congress, biometry hacker and programmer Jan Krissler presented
some interesting research related to the recreation of fingerprint patterns from photos exposed on
social media. Krissler used several high-resolution photos, including a photo from a press release of the
German Defense Minister at that time, Ursula von der Leyen, to reverse-engineer her fingerprints.109 It is
worth nothing that the quality of online photos has risen substantially since 2014 due to the increase in
sophistication of today’s modern mobile devices.
In sum, these cases mean the following:
•

A variety of fingerprint sensors, including those embedded in smartphones and laptops, can be
tricked successfully in attacks.

•

Photos and videos can be used to recreate fingerprint patterns necessary for authentication.

•

The quality of public media content is enough to obtain and use fingerprint patterns exposed on
posted media for possible malicious activity.

Facial Recognition
Facial recognition is based on several approaches, the simplest option of which is to recognize frames from
ordinary cameras like web cameras, cameras embedded in a variety of IoT devices, and smartphones.
More advanced options rely on the use of near-infrared range because of the high level of robustness to
illumination that changes in the acquired images.110
Additional security enhancements include the projection of thousands of invisible dots to collect extra
information about face features or liveness detection where, according to recent research, machines are
outperforming humans.111
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Several standards and minimal requirements for the image quality needed to conduct face recognition
exist, such as ISO/IEC 19794-5 – Biometric data interchange formats. We can also consider that exposed
facial images, which are matching requirements for the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Ongoing Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT),112 fall within the scope of this paper. The following is
an example of an image from the NIST paper that states that the portrait orientation of a 640-by-480-pixel
image is enough for facial recognition. That also means that this resolution quality has existed for many
years in many popularly used cameras and devices.

Figure 24. Parameters of images for face recognition113
Image credit: Patrick Grother et al/National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Several attacks on face recognition devices have been successfully demonstrated by Trend Micro
researchers in another recent project that investigated the security of edge devices. The scenarios
included the demonstration of several attack vectors like the bypass of facial recognition using static
photos displayed on mobile devices.114
More advanced sensors can claim liveness detection as a key feature that helps prevent impersonation
attacks. The attacks scenarios that successfully bypass liveness detection have also been demonstrated
at security conferences.115 The authors used the following prototype to bypass the attention detection
mechanism of Face ID.
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Figure 25. Prototype of glasses used to bypass the attention detection mechanism of Face ID,
presented at BlackHat USA 2019116
Image credit: Yu Chen, Bin Ma, HC Ma/BlackHat

Clearly, human faces are one of the most publicly exposed biometric features that an attacker can misuse.
Since this has already been confirmed by dozens of research papers, we decided to dive deeper into the
less investigated biometric features in the context of public media exposure, namely iris recognition.

Iris Recognition
Iris recognition is often used in more sensitive areas like automated border control, access to server rooms
in data centers, and access to government buildings. The leak of iris patterns in media content is not as
obvious as the leak of voice patterns in audio records or facial patterns in portrait photos or videos. Since
we already have confirmation of successful attacks on face recognition systems in our previous research,
we decided to conduct a deeper analysis and investigation of the possible misuses of an iris pattern.
We raised the following questions in our research:
•

Is the quality of exposed social media content enough to enroll or recognize eye patterns?

•

Can exposed eye patterns or photographs of different objects be detected as eyes by a hardware iris
sensor?

•

Is it possible to enroll a pattern from an image and also authenticate it using an image?

•

Can the pattern of one person under certain conditions be recognized as belonging to another person?

•

Is it possible to enroll a pattern from a social media image, and then authenticate it using the real eye?

•

Is it possible to enroll a real eye and then authenticate it using an image from social media?
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To answer these questions, we made an initial analysis confirming that the resolution of leaked images
could suffice for use. We then purchased a hardware iris sensor (IriShield-USB MK 2120U) and conducted
a series of experiments. In this section, we share our insights on the conducted experiments.

What is the Baseline for Detection and Recognition?
To understand how the sensor processes the iris and what the baseline is, we enrolled an iris several times
from the same researcher. We then conducted recognition of the same enrolled iris before doing the same
for an unenrolled iris.

Figure 26. The baseline for pattern recognition: an enrolled iris in perfect conditions (left), an enrolled iris
in slightly degraded conditions with the eye partially closed (middle), and an unenrolled eye with perfect
conditions (right)

In the screenshot, we see that in the near ideal conditions (usable area 95, total score 100), the distance
is around 0.5 to 0.8 for the known patterns, which should match, and around 1.2 to 2 for other enrolled
patterns. For degraded conditions (usable area 57, total score 98), the distance is around 0.6 to 0.9 for
the known pattern, which should match, and around 1.2 to 2.0 for other patterns. The same ratio, around
1.2 to 2.0, was maintained for the attempt to recognize an unenrolled pattern.
Based on this observation, we can say that having a maximal distance between 0.8 and 1.2 would be
accepted in our experiments as successful, while having the stricter distance below 0.8 can significantly
increase the success of attacks in the wild.

Is the Quality of Exposed Media Content Enough to Enroll or Recognize Eye
Patterns?
Many portrait photos from official government and corporate websites, journals, and news outlets with
several megapixel resolution are potentially suitable for iris processing.
According to the ISO/IEC 19794-6:2011 – Information technology — Biometric data interchange formats —
Part 6: Iris image data,117 a VGA resolution of 640 by 480 pixels is suitable for an eye and JPEG 2000 and
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PNG formats are suitable for compression. An alternative standard from the NIST118 suggests that the
resolution of about 160 pixels for an iris, or a pixel scale between 15.7 and 12.3 pixels per millimeter, is
enough for iris recognition. This scale is widely seen on many commercial and professional portraits that
are publicly available.

Figure 27. Example of eye image provided in ISO/IEC 19794-6:2011 suitable for iris recognition

During this research, we conducted a series of black box analysis with a hardware iris sensor. Black box
analysis means that we haven’t opened the case of the device to analyze its electronics and have used
standard firmware and tools provided by the vendor to conduct our experiments.
We found that several preliminary stages are required before an iris pattern can be enrolled or recognized.
After initiation, the device captures and analyzes a series of frames in the near-infrared range. The objective
of initial analysis is to recognize the fact that an eye was presented to device. The next stage is to spot the
iris and analyze the quality of the provided pattern. The quality had two criteria on the device we tested:
the usable area and a total score. Both seemed to be measured between the range 0 and 100 based on
the results we obtained in our experiments.
As long as both these criteria are above predefined threshold values, the next stage of the algorithm
will be triggered. At this stage, a pattern with appropriate quality can be either enrolled into the system
or compared one-to-one or one-is-to-many with previously stored patterns. Reaching and passing this
stage by using exposed media content was a crucial part of the research stage.
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Figure 28. Diagram of the image-processing logic

The path to reach this stage was far from straightforward since we intentionally chose a hardware iris
sensor instead of using ordinary cameras to capture and process iris patterns. The sensor has a variety
of security measures to minimize the attack surface.
The focus distance at which an eye can be captured is limited, and because of this, the size of the pattern
presented to the device is also limited in physical size. The device also has additional security features
that limit the use of external lenses to manipulate the size of the provided pattern.
We conducted experiments with several smartphone external lenses connected to the iris sensor. As a
result, the quality of captured images degrades so significantly that it was barely possible to trigger eye
recognition. We think that these security measures significantly limited the attack surface compared to a
situation where cameras are embedded in smartphones and used for iris capture and processing.
For example, it was not possible to present the image of an eye that is significantly bigger than a normal
eye at a greater distance to the sensor, something that is potentially possible for normal lenses. Also, the
iris scanners’ use of near-infrared filters and the embedded light source significantly limits the sources
from which the images can be collected to attempt to present a pattern to the sensor.
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Figure 29. Examples of the image captures from an Apple MacBook Pro display: standard capture (left)
versus light source covered (right); an eye displayed on the Samsung monitor with standard capture
versus light source covered (bottom)

It was clear that due to security measures of the hardware iris sensor, the quality of the first images we
captured was far from the expectations and requirements of the standards. We continued our investigation,
gradually improving results every time. After our first experiments, it was clear that sensors will carry out
zero actions of iris recognition before first detecting that an eye was successfully presented to the sensor.
More importantly, understanding how the camera recognizes a human eye and not a random object was
a key step to moving forward with our research.

Can Exposed Eye Patterns or Photographs of Different Objects Be Detected
as Eyes by a Hardware Iris Sensor?
After several rounds of experimentation, we manipulated several images, shapes, and objects that
triggered the eye detection routine.
The iris sensor we tested indicates when an eye is detected by blinking with a blue light. At this stage,
parameters like usable area and total score are captured. Successfully bypassing this stage was key to
continuing with our experiments on iris pattern recognition. We first started experiments with real eyes,
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which were detected almost immediately according to the device. We then moved to testing exposed eye
images from social media, eyes displayed on various screen types, and eyes printed on different types
of paper.
With exposed media, we initially had limited success. Over several days there were several successful
eye recognitions, but these happened after long attempts of moving the camera around images to view
them from different angles, distances, and positions. Although we had limited success, it was a significant
step forward. We also found that bypassing eye detection is very important to move our research further.
To understand how the eye detection algorithm works, we conducted a series of experiments under
different lighting conditions both by using the embedded source of light in the camera and by covering it.
During experiments on real eyes, the detection of an eye was much better when we used the embedded
light. This led us to our hypothesis about the importance of the role of light reflection in eye detection
algorithms.
We compared images that were captured by the camera when eyes were successfully detected and found
that a bright white dot located in the middle of the pupil was one of the key features for these images.
Knowing this, we modified our patterns by adding a white circle with different radii in the middle of the
pupil and found that this significantly improved eye detection rate.

Figure 30. Example of patterns created from exposed media content

For the experiments, we also scaled exposed social media images to different sizes to find the best size
suitable for fooling the iris sensor. With this modification, the eye detection ratio increased dramatically,
but we still decided to conduct several extra experiments to challenge the limits of the eye detection
algorithm.
The next experiment was to create a fully artificial image of an eye using embedded shapes in Microsoft
Word and then see if it is possible to trick the eye recognition algorithm. Unexpectedly, the attempt was
successful in many (but not all) cases. The success depended on the textures around the “artificial iris”
and the size of the image.
We tested the eye bypassing algorithm using images of an eye drawn in different scales. It should be
noted that this is to recognize the image as being an eye, not to match this eye image successfully against
a previously stored pattern.
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Fugure 31. An “advanced version” of an artificial iris created using embedded shapes in Microsoft Word
that was successfully recognized with a quality acceptable for enrollment

Based on these results, we went through an extra round of experiments to see what the simplest version
of an “eye” triggers the eye detection routine. The answer was that most of the time, an image with three
simple embedded circles, one of which just had texture plus one line, was enough to trigger the routing.
The results of this experiment are provided in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. A simplified version of an artificial iris created using embedded shapes in Microsoft Word
showing successful and non-successful eye detections; the “+” symbol means the camera recognized
the image as an eye

The next experiments were conducted to understand if non-eye related images and objects can trigger
eye detection by the iris sensor. We found several classes of objects that triggered the eye detection
routine. We experimented with different types of liquids, plush toys, and transparent glue drops on photos.
We succeeded at least once with every class of object.
On the left and the middle sections of the Figure 33, we show that an eye of a plush toy together with a
liquid drop on a Trend Micro-branded mousepad triggers eye detection. The image captured by the iris
sensor when the eye detection was triggered is on the right side of the figure.

Figure 33. The eye of a plush toy and the drop of the liquid on the Trend Micro mousepad trigger the eye
detection routine.
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After those experiments, our understanding of how to trigger the eye detection phase of the camera
advanced significantly. We then moved on to targeting pattern recognition. More importantly, for this
stage of the research, we found it was not necessary to wait for the processing of several hundred frames.
After image enhancements, we could trigger the eye detection routine almost immediately if patterns were
of the appropriate quality.

Is It Possible to Enroll an Eye Pattern From an Image and Authenticate From
Another Image?
The answer is yes. We were even able to successfully enroll and recognize irises captured from portraits
exposed on the internet.
While the iris sensor we tested works in near-infrared light, it significantly degrades the quality of images
captured from the screens of devices with active displays. At the same time, it is still possible to use
passive displays like a Kindle E-reader to display an image of an iris that would be visible in near-infrared
light. In Figure 34, we see a comparison of an iris presented on different media and captured by an iPad
camera and an AD 100 iris sensor. This is from the arXiv archive.119

Figure 34. Comparison of an iris presented on different media and captured by different devices

In our experiments, we printed images of irises that we collected from the internet. We made some
minor modifications on the images to improve eye detection ratio. For the experiments, we chose several
portrait pictures from journals or official company websites.
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Figure 35. Examples of successful enrollment and matching of irises captured from portraits exposed
on the internet (the second and third portraits are just representations of images from Wired120 and
Bloomberg121)
Image credit: Wikimedia Commons
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We were able to successfully enroll and recognize majority of the patterns that have enough resolution
and quality. Examples of enrollment and recognition together with original photos are provided in Figure
35. For two patterns, the distance is even below the stricter 0.8 threshold (0.71, 0.77), while for one it is
close (0.82), and for another, it is below the maximal 1.0 distance (0.98).
This experiment confirms the possibility of attacks on biometric systems with remote iris authentication,
where creation of accounts can also be done remotely.

Can the Eye Pattern of One Person Be Recognized as Belonging to Another
Person Under Certain Conditions?
The answer is it is sometimes possible. According to our experiments on tuning the presented eye image,
and through knowledge of how the vendor implements security thresholds, this is possible under some
less likely conditions.
In the screenshot in Figure 36, we can see the result of matching an iris pattern that hasn’t been enrolled
into the system with one of the patterns enrolled into the system. It is important to note that the conditions
when the iris was captured were intentionally degraded — the eye was not fully opened and the lighting
conditions were deliberately not perfect. The distance 0.96 is also below the threshold we determined in
our baseline experiments. This is visible in the screenshot, where the total score is relatively low, and the
usable area also indicates that the iris was not fully visible.

Figure 36. Result of the recognition of a pattern that wasn’t enrolled into the
system in a one-is-to-many test
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However, the scenario we investigated in this section has real-life use cases with remote biometric
authentication, specifically in situations where the authenticating party does not have full control over
the biometric sensor and environmental conditions. One example is when a user uses biometrics to
authenticate an account on an online banking portal.

Is It Possible to Enroll a Pattern From an Image and Authenticate It With the
Corresponding Real Eye?
The answer is yes. We succeeded in enrolling a pattern from the researcher by using a printed image of
an eye and managed to match it to the real eye pattern.
We conducted this experiment using images of the researcher’s eyes printed on paper. The experiment
itself took several rounds and required finding appropriate lighting conditions for capturing.

Figure 37. Matching of a real eye to the pattern enrolled from an image printed on paper

The distance between the enrolled pattern and the pattern from a real eye captured (0.81) was comparable
to the distance of a real eye that was enrolled and matched. Successful implementation of this attack can
help attackers implement different scenarios, including creating accounts for people who never provided
their biometrics for enrollment.
The ability to enroll a person from leaked media and authenticate their real eye can lead, for example, to
extortion and reputational damage. An attacker might expose that a high-profile individual (a politician, a
celebrity, or a top government or corporate employer) is allegedly partaking in controversial activities such
as gambling or pornography. This type of accusation, coupled with faked biometric evidence, can be very
hard for that person to fight against.
This would be made even harder with an intentionally leaked (and faked) database showing logs related
to dates and times of logins plus successful authentication using a verifiable biometric pattern.
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Is It Possible to Enroll a Real Eye and Authenticate It Against a Pattern From
an Image?
The answer is probably yes. We conducted experiments with patterns printed on monochrome laser
printers with results coming close to successful.
The resolution of the printer was limited compared to other photo printers that were not tested. The
closest distance was for patterns enrolled from the same person under different conditions; however, the
distance 1.18 was still more than 1.0, and so it is above the thresholds we determined as a baseline for
our experiments to accept the results as a successful one-is-to-many identification.

Figure 38. Attempt to match a printed pattern to the pattern enrolled from a real eye

Since the major focus of this research is related to the risks of exposed biometric data, we decided to
leave opportunities for future research here and stop our experiments with hardware iris sensors at this
point. We already have enough findings to prove that exposed biometric data can be used in attacks and
presented to different biometric sensors.
Also, considering that in many cases, normal (not near-infrared) cameras are used, the reuse of exposed
biometric patterns would be even easier.
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